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Abstract—Breast cancer is a public health challenge because
its high rate of growth around the world in recent decades.
Breast cancer induces metastasis on diverse organs, quite hard
to bound and inhibit. Metastasis is the main whatfor to cancerassociated deaths in patients. This paper introduces the matrix of
gene expressions, algorithmically inferred, with data on biopsis
of (GEO database) breast cancer metastasis in lymph nodes.
The matrix grants for generating the gene network (GN) with
each node per gene and the weighted links between genes the
interaction intensity. On the base of GN structural analysis
we identify the importance rank of each gene through the
set of biopsis. This result is by applying information-theorybased algorithms for ranking the gene importance –in breast
cancer metastasis. A brief and basic analysis focus on the higher
rank genes-nodes says that, both the gene-node degree and the
correlation values with the other genes support the every gene
relevance.
Index Terms—Information Theory Algorithms, Breast Cancer,
Gene Network, Genes Relevance, Metastasis.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Any cancer primary tumor not bounded nor inhibit by the
immune system dangerous grows and proliferates [1], [2].
Cancer cells (CC) that drop off the primary tumor then being
incorporated in the blood flow in the angiogenesis process [3],
[4], eventually may invade tissues in other organs. In adittion,
exosomes from primary tumor containing DNA, microRNAs,
proteins, and other molecules also may travel and arrive to
distant tissues for supporting the CC invasion. The CC and
exosomes modify the micro-environment of the host tissues
during the premetastatic niche (PMN). PMN is the preliminary
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process to cancer metastasis in a tissue derived by the presence
of CC (seed) and exosomes (soil) coming from a cancer
primary tumor [5], [6]. We use data on breast cancer first
metastasis in lymph nodes. Breast cancer is one of the most
vigorous for making metastasis in diverse organs’ tissues.
Bone, liver, lung, lymph nodes, are the most frequent organs
for metastasis occurrence [7], [8].
Usually, to study cancer and metastasis is by clinical experiments, in vitro and in situ, in oncology laboratories [3],
[9], [10]. This practice is money expensive and highly time
consuming. Last decades ago, the alternatives of mathematical
modeling and algorithmic simulation, in silico, advantages
the understanding of cancer and metastasis diseases [11],
[12], [13], [14], [15], [16] [17]; as well, mathematical and
computing tools have strongly diminished the cost of cancer
trials and studies. Current mathematical models have improved
the precision of research in specific cancer research issues;
computer algorithms allow simulating diverse experimental
conditions and making several realizations for statistical analysis. Of course, algorithmic results should be validated and
compared with real data coming from experiments essays and
clinical studies.
Genetic analysis supports to identify the key role of set
of genes in biological processes [18]: The gene expression
profiling (GEP) is a basic gene measure unit useful for quantify
every gene relationships. Gene interactions shape the gene
network of correlations between pairs of genes; the level of
expression determines the specific anatomic and functional
configuration over each organ in the body. Thousands of genes
constitute the human genome; around 22000 genes shape the
GN of interaction between pairs of genes with expression in
the metastasis process.
In this work, we focus and introduce the GN inferred

with data from both breast cancer primary tumor and once
of metastasis in lymph nodes from that tumor. We use
information-theory-based algorithms [19] for GN inferring;
the Algorithm for the Reconstruction of Accurate Cellular Networks (ARACNE) [20] multicore version [21] is
efficient supporting our purpose. The information is from
biopsies in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/. Data sets with accession
number GSE32489 correspond to the GEP of formalinfixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) breast cancer metastases, autopsy lymph nodes and tissues (platform GPL8432 Illumina
HumanRef-8 WG-DASL v3.0).
II. G ENE E XPRESSION M ATRIX
To generate the GN of breast cancer that metastasizes
in lymph nodes data are processed and sorted for applying
ARACNE. Samples are from the same type of tissue.
A. Transcription per Million Measure
GEP is measured in transcripts per million (TPM). TPM
is the normalization for RNA-seq and indicates the degree
1
of expression of every gene. One TPM is equal to 1,000,000
RNA molecules in the RNA-seq sample from the gen. Thus,
the higher the TPM value the more expressed is the gen.
In this analysis the need information is about the function
of every gene and the scientific name gene symbol; using
that symbols a dictionary is created. This is the dictionary
associated to the genes in the dataset, without depend on the
particular Illumina nomenclature. Dictionaries have miscellaneous information about genes they manipulate, such as the
nucleotide sequence, the specie which comes the tissue, the
protein product, and other references of Ilumina datasets. To
identify each of the genes the Illumina HumanRef-8 WGDASL v3.0 platform dictionaries are used [22]. A dictionary
with the scientific standard gene identifier and the symbol of
genes in this project was required and done.
The downloaded GEO database file of samples Series Matrix File(s) is in a txt format; the information is on title, serial
number, type of sample tissue, normalized method, and the
each gene TPM. Samples of GSE32489 data set are:
• 5 negative control samples
• 6 positive control samples
• 90 lymph node metastasis samples
90 out of 120 samples in the dataset correspond to breast
cancer with metastasis in lymph node (the 30 not cancer
samples were removed).With these data each being identified
with gene symbol the expression matrix are created.
B. The information theory algorithms
The Table I shows an example of the matrix of expression:
the first column with the gene symbol ID, the first row with
the name of each sample per column, and in the next entries
the TPM of each gene per sample.
A fundamental information theory (IT) concept for quantifying information relationships is the entropy S(t) of discrete

TABLE I: Part of expression matrix of GSE32489 data set

variable t [23]. The antecedent of IT entropy is the thermodynamics entropy, that is the waste of energy not useful for
work [24]. Entropy is formally defined as follows:
P
S(t) = −κ i pi (t)logpi (t)
with pi (t) the probability of each (discrete) state i of the
system; in this case, the system emerges from the interaction
between the information of pairs of genes in the samples. κ
is the Boltzman constant, first proposed by the genius Ludwig
Botzman in th 19th century, and wrote in his thumb’s surface.
As well, S(t) is used to estimate the information relationships between variables x, y. The IT equation on mutual
information (MI) is, I(x, y) = S(x) + S(y) − S(x, y).
From the values of transcriptional interactions between
the GEPs, whose relationships are derived from irreducible
statistical dependencies -inexplicable through others- we could
inferred the GN. GEPs values joined to the predefined list of
gene regulators (e.g., transcription factors) are the variables
that input ARACNE; output are a .sif and .sort files with the
MI of pairs of genes, that constitute the matrix of expression.
In the sort file the data are in MI descending order; in the sif
file the first elements are the more connected with the other
genes and so on. From these ordered information the weighted
GN is generated.
With the input information of N = 24, 143 genes from
M = 90 samples, the ARACNE-Multicore [21] generates
291,405,595 connections between the genes; the file size is
10.3 GB that use 104 minutes of computer processing1 . The
run includes the following steps[20]: MI threshold estimation,
and the reconstruction of the network regarding the choice
threshold.
To estimate the GEP between pairs of genes, gi , gj , with
i, j positive integer numbers, the MI formula is used:
I(gi , gj ) = I(gi , gj ) = S(gi ) + S(gj ) − S(gi , gj ).
a
With N genes and M samples the JPD (Joint Probablilit
distribution) of the system [20] is quantified by:
P ({gi }N
1 )=
1 The used device is with RAM 16.0 GiB, processor 11th Gen Intel® Core™
i7-11800H @ 2.30GHz × 16, graphics board NVIDIA GA106M [GeForce
RTX 3060 Mobile/Max-Q], disk 1.0 TB, OS Ubuntu 22.04 LTS of 64 bits.
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ϕ is the potential of interaction. Sets of genes stay in interaction if and only if their emerging potential is not null;
henceforth, this probability is not null and added in the
potential term, and is algorithmically identified.
Again, from IT, the data processing inequality (DPI) states
that if pair of individuals, for us the genes g1 y g3 interact only through another gene g2 , then I(g1, g3) ≤
min{I(g1, g2), I(g2, g3)}. Thus, the smallest MI values come
only from indirect interactions [20].
Observe that with M samples and N genes, the computational complexity of ARCANE is O(N 3 + N 3 M 2 ) [20].
The term N 3 refers to DPI analysis, and N 3 M 2 to MI of
pairs of genes. Observe that the greater the N and M , the
amount of operations is higher computational resources and
time consuming. A GN pruning is desired but maintaining
the GN centralities without essential changes. This is the
reconstruction step. To the reconstruction of the matrix of
expression, the MI values should exceed a threshold I0.
The DPI is applied to a subset of triplets that exceed the
threshold. This pruning eliminates a lot of interactions: the
less meaningful are pruned and not appear in the final GN.

Average degree(K): 60.99 ≈ 61
Clustering coefficient (C): 0.52
• Average shortest path length (L): 2.746
It is plausible say that GN topology is small-world [28],
[29]: If N is the number of nodes, the network is smallworld whenever L ≈ Log10 (N ); that is, the diameter being
compared with Log10 (N ) results of similar size. In this case:
•
•

L = 2.74
Log10 (N ) = Log10 (24143)
Log10 (N ) = 4.38
.
The GN degree distribution is scale-free, so a huge amount
of nodes has few connections, and, too few nodes have a huge
amount of connections; formally a scale-free network degree
distribution follows a power-law distribution with negative
sign exponent. pk K −γ , γ > 0, see Figure 2.

III. R ESULTS
As said before, the full GN is too heavy to computational
deal with. GN is pruned, without loss the essential structural
centralities [18]. Connections with MI minor or equal to 0.4
are pruned and the result is a GN with 109,244 connections
(2.4 MB file size), a manageable GN for analysis; the GN
links between genes-nodes with weights upper this threshold
are meaningful and determine the GN topology 2 The pruned
weighted GN is shown in Figure 1.
A. GN topology
To learned the GN centralities the structural analysis allows
for identifying the nodes-genes with the highest degree (number of links), alongside the links with the higher MI pairs of
genes –associated to their weighted links.

Fig. 1: GN of breast cancer metastasis in lymph nodes with
genes of high MI.
The GN is fully connected in a single body without islands
[26], [27], and with the next centralities:
2 The

GN analysis was done with the Python NETWORKX library [25].

Fig. 2: Degree distribution of genes with mutual information
greater than 0.4
B. Relevant Genes
The relevant genes in the breast cancer first metastasis in
lymph nodes corresponds to the 15 pairs with the highest
weight of mutual correlation.

TABLE II: Gene pairs with the highest correlation
As a very preliminary analysis on the pair of genes with the
highest correlation follows:
• The gene LHFPL3 is member of the lipoma HMGIC
fusion partner (LHFP) gene family, a subset of the

superfamily of tetraspan transmembrane protein encoding
genes. Mutations in one LHFP-like gene result in deafness in humans and mice; the LHFP-like gene is fused to
a high-mobility group gene in a translocation-associated
lipoma. [30]
• CYHYorf15B chromosome Y open reading frame [31],
hence is a portion of a DNA sequence that not include a
stop codon.[32]
Up to our knowledge not scientific reference was found that
explains the correlation between these two genes. However,
due to the studies about cancer and as explained in [17] and
[6] we may thing that the first gene is being affected by the
second; and probably they are generating or promoting the
formation of cancer cells.
The 15 genes with the highest number of connections with
other nodes are shown below.

TABLE III: Gene-Nodes with the highest degrees in the GN
of breast cancer first metastasis in lymph node metastasis
The gene LHFPL3 is the highest degree, whereas the gene
CYorf15B is the fifth of node degree in the GN. This could
confirm, even preliminary, our hypothesis that the big number
of connections the genes have, it determines the breast cancer
first metastasis in lymph nodes.
Other interesting thing from the analysis of the second
element in Table II, is the high correlation between the fourth
and the 6th element of Table III:
• SALL3: This gene encodes a sal-like C2H2-type zincfinger protein; it belongs to a family of evolutionarily
conserved genes found in diverse species like Drosophila,
C. elegans, and vertebrates. Mutations in some of these
genes are associated with congenital disorders in human,
suggesting their importance in embryonic development.
It is suggested that silencing this gene it may result in
acceleration of DNA methylation, so may have a role in
oncogenesis.[33].
• FGA: The protein encoded by this gene is the alpha component of fibrinogen, a blood-borne glycoprotein composed of three pairs of nonidentical polypeptide chains.
Following vascular injury, fibrinogen is cleaved by thrombin to form fibrin, which is the most abundant component
of blood clots. In addition, various cleavage products of

fibrinogen and fibrin regulate cell adhesion and spreading,
display vasoconstrictor and chemotactic activities, and are
mitogens for several cell types. Mutations in this gene
lead to several disorders, including dysfibrinogenemia,
hypofibrinogenemia, afibrinogenemia, and renal amyloidosis. Alternative splicing results in two isoforms that
vary in the carboxy-terminus[34].
A second hypothesis can raise about the correlation between
these two genes and the frequent connections that each one
presents: probably, they are factors to promote the metastasis
in lymph node tissues; [13] the pathway transport to promote
the PMN is through the blood.
IV. D ISCUSSION AND F UTURE W ORK
With information theory algorithms a GN of metastatic
lymph node tumors derived from primary breast cancer is generated and analyzed. The distribution of probabilities of genenode degree support for identifying every gene importance.
The GN topology is scale-free degree distribution and smallworld. Hence, there are few nodes with big degree and a huge
number of genes with low degree; as well, the path between
each pair of nodes is quite short. May this identification
be a preliminary step to advance for understanding the PreMetastatic Niche (PMN)? PMN is the complex process prior to
cancer metastasis, given the interaction of molecules and cells
that transform the micro-environment in organ tissues [35]; all
these interactions induce the remodeling of extracellular matrix, increased vascular permeability, angiogenesis, immunosuppression; also, the PMN recruits bone marrow-derived cells
(BMDC) a principal soil in the cancer cells colonization that
invaded organ tissues [36]. The PMN involves interactions in
and from the micro-environments of cancer primary tumor,
that promotes cancer springs in secondary organs and tissues,
previous to the proper cancer metastasis.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We identified, in a preliminary manner, the main genes
in the GN of metastasis in lymph node derived from breast
cancer. For every node-gene, both its level of correlations
with each other gene joined to its degree, could indicate its
relevance in the metastasis. The GN topology is scale-free
degree distribution and small-world. The LHFPL3 gene is
the highest degree and weight connection in the network;
the CYorf15B gene is the 5th more connected and with high
weight connections. We guess that both are involved in the
lymph node metastasis from breast cancer.
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